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ABSTRACT 
Let P, be an arbitrarily fixed (m,2s, s&type subspace of a finite orthogonal 
geometry with characteristic # 2 [5]. Taking as treatments the (l,O,O)-type subspaces 
of this geometry which are orthogonal to P, but not included in P,, we construct a 
number of association schemes and PBIB designs with two or three associate classes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 be a prime power, and Fq the finite field with 9 elements. Let 
so=( ,;, Is,), S,= (,:, ‘1) * , S,= z:) ‘ii,’ 1 ) I ) -2 I 
where A = 1 or z, and z is an arbitrarily fixed nonsquare element of Fq. The 
(2~ + 6)X (2~ + S> matrices T over F, such that TS,T’ = S, form a group 
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with the matrix multiplication as its composition, where T’ denotes the 
transpose of T, and 6 = 0, 1, or 2. This group is called the orthogonal group 
of degree n over Fq (defined by S,), and denoted by 02u+s(Fq, S,). 
Let Vzv+6 (F,) be the (2~ + S)-dimensional vector space. 02v+S(Fqr S,) 
can be viewed as a transformation group of Vay+a( F,). In this case, Vzv+s( F,) 
is called the (2~ + a)-dimensional orthogonal space or the orthogonal geome- 
try over F, (defined by S,), and denoted by V,,+,(F,,S,) or OV,,+,(F,). 
Let P be an m x (2~ + 6) matrix with rank m over F,. We will use the 
same symbol P to denote the subspace of V,,+,(F,) spanned by the rows 
of P. 
Two vectors (Y and p of OV,,+,(F,) are said to be orthogonal if 
as,@‘= 0. Two subsets A and B of OV,,+,(F,) are said to be orthogonal if 
any vector in A is orthogonal to any vector in B, and this fact is denoted by 
A I B. When A = ((Y} only consists of one vector, cz I B stands for {a) I B. 
We know that the vectors that are orthogonal to an m-dimensional subspace 
P form a ((2 1, + 6) - m)-dimensional subspace, which is called the conjugate 
subspace of P or the conjugate of P, and denoted by P*. 
Let Xi be a (v,O,O)-type subspace of OV,,+,(F,). Taking as treatments 
the (v + 1,2,1)-type subspaces of OV,,+,(F,) which include X,, Shen [l] 
constructed a number of PBIB designs and BIB designs. Let X, be an 
m-dimensional subspace of V,,(F,). Taking as treatments the l-dimensional 
subspaces of V,,(F,) which are not included in X,, Yang and Wei [6] 
constructed a number of PBIB designs and BIB designs. Let X, be an 
(m, s)-type subspace of the 2v-dimensional symplectic geometry SV,,(F,). 
Taking as treatment the (LO)-type subspaces of SV,,(F,) which are orthogo- 
nal to X, but not included in X,, Wei and Yang [3] constructed a number of 
PBIB designs, and some similar work in the n-dimensional unitary geometry 
UV,,(Fq2) has also been done (see Wei and Yang [4]). Let P,, be an 
(m,2s, s&type subspace of OV,,,, (F,). In the present paper, taking as 
treatments the (LO, O)-type subspaces of OV,,+,(F,) which are orthogonal to 
PO but not included in P,,, we will construct a number of PBIB designs, and 
also compute their parameters. 
The notation and concepts used but not defined in this paper are all 
adopted from [2] and 151. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF OV,,+,(F,) and O,,+,(F,) 
In this section we will prove some properties of the orthogonal geome- 
tries 0V2v+6 (F,) and a subgroup of the orthogonal group O,,+,(F,). These 
properties not only are useful in constructing PBIB designs, but also have 
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their own independent interest. We first introduce some subsets of subspaces 
of O”,“,B (F,) and a subgroup of O,,+,(F,). 
Let 1~ m < v, and S = 0, 1, or 2. Let P,, be an arbitrarily fixed 
(m,2s, s&type subspace of OVzy+a (F,). Let W denote the set of (1, O,O)-type 
subspaces of OVzv+s (F,) that are orthogonal to Pa but not included in Pa. 
Let V,,V, E W. They are said to be the first associates of each other if 
dim (V, U V,) n P,, = 1, the second associates of each other if dim (V, U V,) f? 
P,, = 0 and V, I V,, and the third associates of each other if dim(V, U V,) n 
P,, = 0 and V, is nonorthogonal to Vs. 
Write 
Ri ={(Vr,Vs) E W X W]V,,V, are the ith associates ofeach other}. 
Let s, Q v - m + s, and denote by B, the set of (2s,,2s,, srktype subspaces 
that are orthogonal to PO. Let 
2s’< m’< 
v + s’-max( 7 - S,O) ifS+rorif?r=randr=A, 
v+s’-1 if S=r=land T#A, 
and denote by B, the set of (m’ + r,2s’ + r, s’, I%ype subspaces that 
include X, (to be defined in Theorem 4). Let rr = 0, 1, or 2, m, > 2s,, and 
s+m,+max(rl-8,O) if71#~orifT1=8andT,=A, 
if rr=8=land I’,=A, 
and denote by B, the set of (m, + 7r,2s1 + r,, sr, r,)-type subspaces that are 
orthogonal to X,. Let 2 Q m Q V, and denote by B, the set of (m,O,O)-type 
subspaces that are orthogonal to Y, but not included in Y,, (to be defined in 
Theorem 5). 
Let G, be the subgroup of Oz,+s( F,, S,) consisting of the. elements 
which fix P,. 
The following theorem is similar to Theorem 3 in [7]. 
THEOREM 1. In OV,,+,(F,), an (m + r, 2s + r, s, r&type subspace in- 
tersects its conjugation in an Cm -2s,O,O)-type subspace. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 2. G, acts transitively on each of the sets R, (i = 1,2,3) and 
Bj (j=1,2,3,4). 
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Proof. The transitivity of G, on each of the sets W, Ri (i = 1,2,3) can 
be proved in a similar way to that in proving Theorem 1 in [3]. We now 
prove the transitivity of G, on each Bj (j = 1,2,3,4). 
Let Q E B,. Then Q is a (2s,,2s,,s,)-type subspace. By Theorem 1, 
Q* n Q = {O). On the other hand, P, I Q, i.e. P,, c Q*. Therefore, P,, n Q = 
is an (m +~s,)x(~v + 6) matrix with rank m +2s,. Without 
we may assume that 
Noting that P, _L Q, we have 
I 
L 01 
I 0 
z’s’ 
I’“’ 0 
0 
If Q E B, is different from Q, then is also an Cm +2s,)X(2v + 6) 
matrix with rank m + 2 sl, and it can be assumed that 
QS,B= [z:,, ISI)]. 
Then 
I[ 1 )I 
0 z’s’ 
I’“’ 0 
= 0 
Therefore, there exists T E O,,+,(F,) such that 
=($o). 
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(see Theorem 5 in Chapter 4 of [2]). This implies that P,,T = P,, (i.e. T E G,) 
and QT = 0. Hence the transitivity of G, on the set B,. 
Let Q E B,. Then Q is an (m’+ 7,2s’+ T, s’, II-type subspace. Write 
where Pi is an (m’+~-~s)x(~v+ 6) matrix. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that 
Suitably choosing P,, we may further assume that 
Since Q is an (m’+ 7,2s’+ r, s’, I%type subspace, it follows that P,S, P’, is 
congruent to 
From this it is easily seen that G, acts transitively on the set B,. Similarly, it 
can be proved that G, acts transitively on the set B,. 
Let Q E B,. Since there is no (m’, O)-type subspace in OV,,+,(F,) when 
m’ > v, it follows that Y,, U Q is a (~,0,0)-type subspace. From this it is easy 
to see that G acts transitively on the set B,. This completes the proof. n 
Based on these properties of OV,,+,(F,) and 02u+6(Fq), we will con- 
struct a number of association schemes and a number of PBIB designs in the 
next two sections, respectively. 
3. ASSOCIATION SCHEMES 
THEOREM 3. Let 2s Q m < s + v. In OV,,,+,&F,), take W as the set of 
treatments, and define two treatments to be the ith associates of each other 
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(i = 1,2,3), as at the beginning of Section 2. Then we obtain an association 
scheme with three associate classes and with the parameters 
2) = (q”--m+* - l)(q”--m+s+a--l+ 1) m_2s 
q-1 
9 T 
n1 = qmpzs - 1, 
n2 = (qv-m-l+s _ l)(qv-m+s+S--2 +I) 
m+1--2s 
q-1 
4 > 
p;, = qm-2s - 2, P;, = 0, p12=n2, 
p2 = (qu-m-2+s _ l)(qv-m+s+S-3 + q 
22 
q-1 
4 
n+2-2s + ( q _ Qq”-““. (1) 
Proof. By Theorem 2 we know that this is an association 
now compute its parameters. 
scheme. We 
The parameter 21 is the number of (l,O, O)-type subspaces in P,*\P,. 
Since P,* is a ((2~-m)+6,2(~~-m+s)+6,v-m+s,A;2~+6,A)-type 
subspace (cf. Theorem 4 in [5]> and P, n P,* is an (m - 2s, O,O)-type sub- 
space, we have 
- N(l,m -2s) 
= (qv-m+s - l)(qv--m+s+6-l + qqm-2s 
q-1 
For two treatments V,,V, E W, write (Y = (Vi U V,>n P,. If dim(V, U V,)n 
P,, = 1, then V, I (Y, Vi U V, = Vi U a, and then Vi U V, is a (2,0,0)-type 
subspace, i.e., Vi I V,. Therefore, for a given V, E W, (V,,V,> E R, if and 
onlyifV2EW,V2#V,,andV2~(P,UV,)n(PoUV,)*\P,.SinceV;F~Pg, 
it follows that 
Noting that P,, U Vi is an (m + 1,2s, s)-type subspace and (Pa U Vi)n(P, U 
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VI)* is an (m + l -2s,O,O)-type subspace, we have 
ForagivenV,EW,(V,,Va)ERa ifandonlyif V,EWandV,~(P,UV,)* 
\(POUV,). Since (P,UV,)* is a ((2~-m-1)+6,2(v-m-l+s)+S, 
v-m-1+ss,A;2u+6A)-type subspace and (P,uv,)*n(P,uv,) is a 
Cm + l-28,0,0)- type subspace, we have 
n,=N(1,0,0;(2v-m-1) 
+S,2(v-m-l+s)+&v-m-l+s,A;2v+&A) 
- N(l,m +1-2s) 
= (qv-nt-l+s _ l)(qv--m-l+s+S-l + qqm+l--es 
q-1 
Let (Vr,va)~ R, be given. Then (V,~)E R, (i = 1,2) if and only if 
VEW, V#V, (i=1,2) and Vc(P,UV,)n(P,uV,)*\P,. Noting that 
v,,v,~(P,uV,)n(P,uv,)*\P,, wehave 
pi, = n1 - 1= qm-zs -2 
From this and the relation Pi, + pi2 + pi3 = nl - 1, we have 
Pl, = Pl3 = 0. 
On the other hand, (V,x> E R, (i = 1,2) if and only if V c(P, u VI)* \ 
(Pa U V,). Then we have 
Let (Vr,V,) E R, be given. Then (V,y) E R, (i = 1,2) if and only if 
V C(P, U V, U V,)*, V$Z Pa U Vj (i = 1,2). Since 
PouV,uv,~V,*nv,*, P,*n(P,uy)=(P,uy)*n(P,uy), 
i = 1,2, 
we have 
(PouV,uV,)*n(Pou~)=Po*nV~nV,*n(Pou~)=Po*n(Pou~) 
=(Pou~)*n(Pouy), i = 1,2. 
and since 
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we have 
[(~,uvluv2)*n(~,uvl)ln[(~,uVluV2)n(~,uV2)I 
=[P,*n(P,uV,)]n[P,*n(P,uV,)]=P,*nP,. 
Noting that P,* n P, is an (m - 2 s, 0, O)-type subspace, (Pa U V,)* n ( P, U vi) 
is an (m + 1 - 2 s, 0, O&type subspace (i = 1,2), and the conjugation ( P, U Vi 
U V,)* of the (m + 2,2s, s)-type subspace PO U V, U V, is a ((2~ - m - 2) + 
S,2(v - m - 2 + s) + 6, v - m - 2 + s, A; 2v + 6, A)-type subspace, we have 
by the inclusion-exclusion principle 
P,2,=N(1,0,0;(2v-m-2)+6,2(v-m-2+s) 
+ 6,~ - m -2+ s, A;2v + 6, A) 
-2N(l,m+l-2s)+N(l,m-2s) 
= (qu--m-z+s _ l)(qv-m+s+S-3 + 1) 
q-1 
4 
m+Z-2s + cq _ 1jqm-28. 
The values of the other parameters can be easily found from the values of 
1 pi,, pi,, pk2, pz2 and the relations 
p;k = p:j, i, j,k = 1,2,3, 
3 
c Pjk = 
ni -1 if i=j, 
i, j = 1,2,3, 
k=l 
n, 
I if i#j, 
nipjk = njpik, i, j, k = 1,2,3. 
This completes the proof. H 
In particular, when m = 2s no two treatments can be the first associates 
of each other; then we have 
THEOREM 4. Let s < v, and X, be an arbitrarily fixed (2s, 2s, s)-type 
subspace of OV,, +s (F,). Take as treatments the (l,O,O)-type subspaces of 
ovzY+s (F,) that are orthogonal to but not included in X,, and define two 
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treatments to be the f&-St (the second) associates of each other if they are 
orthogonal (nonorthogonal), both taken as subspaces. Then we obtain an 
association scheme with two associate classes and with the parameters 
o= (q”-“-l)(q”-“+s-‘+l) 
q-1 
n 
1 
= (qy-s-1 - l)(qy-s+s-s + 1) 
q-1 
47 (2) 
p:l = (qv-s-2 - l)(q”-“+s+ + 1) 
q-1 
q2+q-1. 
When m = v - 1 and s = 0 in Theorem 3, no two treatments can be the 
second associates of each other. Then we have 
THEOREM 5. Let Y, be an arbitrarily fixed (v - l,O, O)-type subspace of 
OV,,+,(PJ T k a e as treatments the (l,O, O&type subspaces that are orthogo- 
nal to but not included in Y,,, and define two treatments to be the first (the 
second) associates of each other if they are orthogonal (nonorthogonal), both 
taken as subspaces. Then we obtain an association scheme with two associate 
classes and with the parameters: 
v = (4s + l)q”_‘, n, = q”-’ - 1, 
pi, = n, - 1 = qy-’ -2. (3) 
4. PBIB DESIGNS 
In this section we will construct some PBIB designs based on the 
association schemes in the last section. 
THEOREM 6. Adopt the association scheme in Theorem 3. Let s1 < u - m 
+ s. Take as blocks the (2 sl, 2 sl, s1 I-type subspaces that are orthogonal to P,,, 
and d&z a treatment to be arranged in a block if the latter includes the 
f-r, both being taken as subspaces. Then we obtain a PBlB design with 
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three associate classes with the parameters given in (1) and in the following: 
V--m-kS 
I-I (qi-1)(cp-1+1) 
b= 
i=v-m+s-s,+l 
s,(2v-2s-2s1+6). 
k = (qs’l- l)(q”l-’ + 1) 
q-1 ’ 
v-tn+s-1 
bk I-I 
(qi - l)(q’+“-’ + 1) 
i=v-m+s-sl+l 
.r=-_= 
s1 - 1 s, -2 
q 
s,(2v-2s-Zs,+6)-m+2s 
V 
ii-J wqlOw+l) 
A, = 0, 
u-mis-2 
I-I (qi - l)(q”+s-l + 1) 
A, = 
i=v-m+s-s,+l 
s,(2v-2s-2s1+6)-2m+4s 
s,-2 s, -3 4 
2(4 - 1) i;l w - 1) i;2 w + 1) 
u--m+s-1 
l-I (qi - l)(q'+s-1 + 1) 
A, = 
i=v--m+s-s,+l 
8,-l s1-2 
q 
2(vs,+s,+g-_y-YS,-S:)+B(S,-l) 
,G bi-l)i~Ow+l) 
Proof. According to the transitivity of G, on each of the sets W, Ri 
(i = 1,2,3), and B, in Theorem 1, we indeed obtain a PBIB design with 
three associate classes. We now compute its parameters. 
The parameter b is the number of (2s,, 2 sl, s,)-type subspaces included 
in PO*, so 
I-I (qi - l)(q'+s-1 + 1) 
i=v--m+s-s,+l 
= 
s1 s, -1 
qs1(2v-2s-2sl+s) 
l-I (d - 1) I-I (d + 1) 
i=l i=O 
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It is easy to see 
k = N(1,0,0;2s,,2s,, s,;2v + &A) = 
(9s’ - 1)(9”4 + 1) 
9-l ’ 
v--m+s-1 
bk I-I 
(9i -1)(9’+6-’ + 1) 
i=v-mfs--sl+l 
r=-.-_= 
Q--l s1 -2 
9 
s,(2u-2s-2sl+S)-m+2s 
V 
5 (9i-J) 5 (9i+l) 
A, = 0. 
In order to compute A,, we consider the triples (Q, V,, V,) where Q are 
blocks, (V,,V,) E R,, and V,, V, c Q. Counting such triples in two ways [first 
consider Q, then (V,,V,); and first consider (V,,V,), then Q], we have 
bN(2,0,0;2s,,2s,,s,;2v + S,A)(9 +1)9 = vn,A,, 
for a given (2,0,0)-type subspace includes (9 + 119 (LO, O)-type subspaces. 
Then 
A, = Lv(2,0,0;2 s,,2~,,~,;2~+6,A)(q+l)q 
on2 
v--m+s-2 
l-I (9i-l)(91+~-1+l) 
i=v-mfs--s,+l 
= s1(2u-2s-2sl+S)-2m+4s 
s1 -2 s,-3 9 
2(9 - 1) ,r-J (si - 1) *r2 (9i + 1) 
The parameter A, is the number of (2,2,1)-type subspaces which are 
orthogonal to PO. Counting in two ways the pairs (Q, V) where Q are blocks, 
V are the (2,2,1)-type subspaces orthogonal to Pa, and V G Q, we have 
bN(2,2,1;2s,,2s,,s,;2~+6,A) =N(2,2,1;(2v-m)+6,.2(v-m+s) 
+ S, v - m + s, A;2v + 6, A)A,, 
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so 
*, = N(2,2,1;(2 
bN(2,2,1;2s,,2s,,s,;2~+6,A) 
v-m)+6,2(~-m+s)+6,v-m+s,A;2v+S,A) 
v-m+s-1 
l-I (9i - l)(q’+“-1 + 1) 
i=v-m+s-s,+1 
= 2(“s,+s,+s-“-ss~-s~)+6(s,-l) 
s, - 1 s, -2 
9 ,‘II, (9i-l)irJ(9i+l) 
This completes the proof. n 
As special cases we have the next two PBIB designs, each with two 
associate classes. 
THEOREM 7. When m = 2s, the PBIB design in Theorem 6 becomes the 
one with two associate classes and with the parameters given in (2) and in the 
following : 
Y--s 
b= 
k = (9s’ - l)(q”l-’ + 1) 
9-l ’ 
v-s-l 
izv_rIs +1(9i-l)(9i+s-1+l) 
I 
r= 
Q-1 Q-2 
9s1(2u-2s-2sl+s) 
irJ (9i - 1) i;O (9i +1> 
v-s-2 
I-J (9i - l)(9’+s-’ + 1) 
A, = 
i=v--s--sl+l 
s,-2 81-3 
9s1(2v-2s-2s,+6) 
2(9 - 1) ivl (9i - 1) ig2 (9i + 1) 
v-s-l 
I-I (9’-l)(q’+“-‘+1) 
A, = 
i=v--s--s,+1 
9 
2(“s~+s~+s-“--ssl--s:)+6(s~-l) 
s,-1 s,-2 
i;l (9i-1qIO(9i+1) 
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THEOREM 8. When m = v - 1 and s = 0, the PBIB design in Theorem 6 
becomes the one with two associate classes and with the parameters given in 
(3) and in the following: 
b = &* + 1)~2”-~+“, k =2, 
v--1+6 
r=9 , A, = 0, A, =l. 
THEOREM 9. Adopt the association scheme in Theorem 3. Take the 
treatments as blocks, and &fine a treatment to be arranged in a block if they 
are orthogonal as subspaces. Then we obtain a PBIB design with three 
associate classes and with the parameters given in (1) and in the following: 
b=v, 
r=k= m-25+ 
(9u-m-l+s _ 1)(g~--m+s+6-_2 + 1) 
9 
9-l 
A, = r, 
A, = (9 + l)qm-ss + 
(q”-m-2+s _l)(q--m+s+S-3 + 1) m+2_2s 
9-l 
9 ) 
A 
3 
= (g-m-1+s _ l)(q~-m+s-2+s + 1) ,n_2s 
9-l 
9. 
Proof. According to the transitivity of the subgroup G, on each of the 
sets W and Ri (i = 1,2,3), we indeed obtain a PBIB design with three 
associate classes. We now compute its parameters. 
Clearly, 
b=v. 
Let Vi be a treatment, and V, a block. Then V, is arranged in V, if and only 
if V,C(P,UV,)*\P,,. Noting that (P,,UV,)*nP,,=P,*flP,, that (PaU 
VI)* is a((2v-m-1)+&2(v-m-1+s)+6,v-m-1+s,A;2v+~,A)- 
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type subspace, and that P,* n P, is an Cm - 2s, O,O)-type subspace, we have 
r = k = N(1,0,0;(2v - m - 1) + 6,2(v - m - 1+ s) 
+6,v-m-l+s,A;2v+6,A) 
- N(l,m-2s) 
= 9 
m_2s + (9v-m-r+s _ 1)(9v--m+s+6-2 + 1) 
9-l 
Similarly, we have 
A, = r. 
Let V, and V, be two treatments, and V a block. When (V,, V,) E R,, V, and 
V, are both arranged in V if and only if V G (P, U V, U V,)* \ P,. Noting 
that PO U V, U V, is an (m + 2,2 s, s)-type subspace, that (P, U V, U V,)* is a 
((2v-m-2)+S,2(v-m-2+s)+S,v-m-2+ss,A;2v+6,A)-type sub- 
space, and that (PO U V, U V, )* n PO = P,* n P,, we have 
h,=N(1,0,0;(2~-m-2)+6,2(v-m-2+s) 
+6,v-m-2+s,A;2~+6,A) 
- N(l,m -2s) 
= (9 +l)qm-a”+ 
($J-m--2+s _ 1)(g--m+s+b-3 + 1) m+2_2s 
q-1 
9 . 
When (V,,V,) E R,, the number of (l,O,O)-type subspaces which are in- 
cluded in (P, U V, U V,)* \ P,, is the parameter A,. Noting that P, U V, U V, 
is an (m +2,2s +2, s + l)-type subspace, that (PO U V, U V,)* is a ((2~ - m 
-2)+6,2(v-m-l+s)+6,v-m-l+s,A;2v+6,A)-typesubspace,and 
that(P,,uV,UV,)*nP,=P,*nP,,wehave 
A,=N(1,0,0;(2v-m-2)+6,2(v-m-l+s) 
+6,v-m-l+s,A;2v+6,A) 
- N(l,m -2s) 
= (qv-m-l+s _ l)(qv-m+s-2+6 + 1) 
m-28 
9-l 
Q . 
This completes the proof. 
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As special cases of this theorem we have the next two PBIB designs each 
with two associate classes. 
THEOREM 10. When m = 2s, the PBIB design in Theorem 9 becomes 
the one with two associate classes and with the parameters given in (2) and in 
the following : 
b = v = (q”-S - l)(q”-“+“-’ + 1) 
q-1 
r = k = 1+ (q”-s-1 - l)(q”-“+“-2 + 1) 
q-1 
* 
1 
=q +-1+ (q”-“-24)(q”--s+*--3+1) 
q-1 
q2> 
* 
2 
= (qy-s-1 - l)(q”--s--e+8 + 1) 
q-1 
THEOREM 11. When m = u - 1 and s = 0, the PBIB design in Theorem 9 
also becomes the one with two associate classes and with the parameters given 
in (3) and in the following: 
b = v = (q’ + l)q”-‘, r=k= v-1 4 1 
A, = qv-1, A, = 0. 
THEOREM 12. Adopt the association scheme in Theorem 4. Take B, as 
block set, and o%$ne a treatment to be arranged in a block if the latter 
includes the former. Then we obtain a PBIB design with two associate classes 
and with the parameters given in (2) and in the following: 
b = NT(2s,2s, s; m’+ 7,2s’+ 7, s’, r;2v + S, A), 
r = NT(2s + 1,2 s, s; m’+ 7,2s’+ 7, s’, r;2v + 6, A), k=;, 
h, = NT(2s +-2,2s,s;m’f 7,2s’+ r, s’,IY;2v + 6,A), 
A,= NT(2s+2,2s+2,s+1;m’+r,2s’+r,s’,I’;2v+S,A). 
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Proof. According to the transitivity of G, on each of the sets W, Ri 
(i = 1,2,3), and B,, we indeed obtain a PBIB design with two associate 
classes. The computation of its parameters is straightforward. 
This completes the proof. n 
THEOREM 13. Adopt the association scheme in Theorem 4. Take B, as 
the block set, and &fine a treatment to be arranged in a block if the latter 
includes the former, both taken as subspaces. Then we obtain a PBlB design 
with two associate classes and with the parameters given in (2) and in the 
following : 
b=N(m,+~~,2s,+t~,s~,~~;2(~-s)+i3,2(~--s) 
+S,v-s,A;zv+&A), 
bk 
k =iV(1,0,0;m,+~~,2s~+7~,~~,~~;2v+S,A), r=- 
v ’ 
h, = 
bN(2,0,0; m, + T~,~s~ + TV, sl, r,;2v + S, A) 
h’(Z,O,O;Z(v - s) + 6,2(v - s) + 6,v - s,A;2v + &A) ’ 
A, = 
bN(2,2,1; m, + r1,2s1 + 7r, si, 11;2v + S, A) 
N(2,2,1;2(v-s)+S,2(v-s)+6,v-s,A;2v+S,A). 
Proof. According to the transitivity of G, on each of the sets W, Ri 
(i = 1,2,3), and B,, we indeed obtain a PBIB design with two associate 
classes. We now compute its parameters. 
The parameter b is the number of (m, + ~~‘2s~ + TV, s, I?,)-type sub- 
spaces which are included in X,*. Noting that X,* is a (2(v - s)+ 6, 
2(v - s) + 6, v - s, A)-type subspace, we have 
~=N(~,+T~,~s~+~~,S~,~~;~(V-SS) 
+ S,2(v - s) + s, v - s,A;2v + &A). 
Let Q be a block. Since any (IO, O&type subspace included in the subspace 
Q is orthogonal to X, but not included in X,, we have 
Let V, and V, be two treatments. When (V,, V,) E R,, Vi U V, is a (2,0,0)- 
type subspace and Vi U V, c X,*. The parameter A, is the number of blocks 
which include such a (2,0,0)-type subspace. Counting in two ways the pairs 
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(Q, V) where Q are blocks, V are (2,0, OMype subspaces, and V c Q, we 
have 
M/(2,0,0; m, + ~~‘2s~ + TV, sl, r,;2v + S,A) 
=h’(2,0,0;2(v-s)+S,2(~-s)+S,v-s,A;2v+S,A)h,. 
Then 
h, = 
bN(2,0,O;m,+7,,2s,+~,,s,,r,;2v+6,A) 
N(2,0,0;2(~-s)+6,2(v-s)+6,v-~,A;2~+6,A) ’ 
Similarly, it is not too hard to get 
A, = 
bN(2,2,1; m, + ~~,2s~ + TV, sl, I’,;2v + S, A) 
N(2,2,1;2(v- s) +6,2(v- s)+ S,v - s,A;2v+ &A) ’ 
This completes the proof. n 
THEOREM 14. Adopt the association scheme in Theorem 5. Take B, a.s 
the block set, and define a treatment to be arranged in a block if the latter 
includes the forner. Then we obtain a PBIB design with two associate classes 
and with the parameters given in (3) and in the following: 
v-l 
b= 
(9*+l)i=ur~+1(9i-1) 
Y-m 
m-1 
9 ’ iy (9’4 
v-1 
i_Fm+pi-l) 
r= m-l 
5 (si-l) ’ 
v-2 
r-I (9*-l) 
A, = 0, A 1 = i=“-m+l m-2 
3 (9i-l) * 
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Proof. According to the transitivity of Go on each of the sets W, R,, R,, 
and B,, we indeed obtain a PBIB design with two associate classes. We now 
compute its parameters. 
The parameter b is the number of (m,O,O)-type subspaces which are 
included in Y$ but not included in Y,. Noting that Y,* is a (V + 1+ 6, 
2 + 6,1, A)-type subspace, and that Yn c Y,*, we have 
b=N(m,O,O;v+1+6,2+6,1,A;2v+S,A)-N(m,u-1) 
v-l 
(#+I) l-I (si-l> 
i=v-m+l 
= Y--m 
m-l 
9 . IJ (9i-1> 
The computation of the other parameters is straightforward: 
k=N(l,m)-N(l,m-1)=9”_‘, 
bk 
f-c- 
v ’ 
A, =o 
A,= 
r(k -1) 
n1 
This completes the proof. n 
The authors would like to thank an anonymous referee fin- his helpful 
suggestions. 
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